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Abstract

As in many other fields, biology is faced with enormous amounts ofdata
that contains valuable information that is yet to be extracted. The field of
proteomics, the study of proteins, has the luxury of having large repositories
containing data from tandem mass-spectrometry experiments, readily
accessible for everyone who is interested. At the same time, there is still a lot to
discover about proteins as the main actors in cell processes and cell signaling.

In this thesis, we explore several methods to extract more information
from the available data using methods from statistics and machine learning.
In particular, we introduce MaRaCluster, a new method for clustering mass
spectra on large-scale datasets. This method uses statistical methods to assess
similarity between mass spectra, followed by the conservative complete-linkage
clustering algorithm.The combination of these two resulted in up to 40% more
peptide identifications on its consensus spectra compared to the state of the art
method.

Second, we attempt to clarify and promote protein-level false discovery
rates (FDRs). Frequently, studies fail to report protein-level FDRs even though
the proteins are actually the entities of interest. We provided a framework in
which to discuss protein-level FDRs in a systematic manner to open up the
discussion and take away potential hesitance. We also benchmarked some
scalable protein inference methods and included the best one in the Percolator
package. Furthermore, we added functionality to the Percolator package to
accommodate the analysis of studies in which many runs are aggregated. This
reduced the run time for a recent study regarding a draft human proteome
from almost a full day to just 10 minutes on a commodity computer, resulting
in a list of proteins together with their corresponding protein-level FDRs.
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